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Gray Ridge, Colorado is a quiet town, but this Halloween there's a mating moon, and the
shifters' need to breed their fated mates runs strong.Ruby is the proud owner of Red's Goodie
Basket, and as the new girl in town, she's looking for business. But when the local sexy sheriff,
Dominic Wolfe, keeps the customers away, she finds it's hard to stay mad when burning with
desire.Dominic is a shifter, and his wolf wants Ruby. Since the second he laid eyes on her, he's
been fighting the need to mark her as his. But when the mating moon is full, he won't be able to
control his wolf any longer.Tricks and treats are the last things on his mind when the mating heat
takes over, and his obsession is put to the test.Warning: This story is a sexy twist on a classic
fairy tale, complete with a red cape, a basket of goodies, and a hungry wolf. It's written to make
you smile, turn you on, and help you celebrate Halloween!





Tyra Thrower, “"Why, what big teeth you have". OMG!! I ABSOLUTELY LOVED THIS BOOK!I'm
new to the Shifter genre. I haven't had much knowledge with this type of book. But this book was
actually really good. It was recommended at the end of one of AR's books. And let me tell you...I
am in love with this genre. It was actually really captivating. I am so saddened that I didn't read
this when it first came out. But I am slowly getting into AR's books. I think I have about 30 of
them.I loved how this book was about the moon and mating and having pups. It was so HOT
listening to their mating sessions. I was enthralled. I didn't realize there was a 2nd book (Beauty
Sleeps). Guess I'll have to buy it too. I didn't have a lot of love for Gwen (Ruby's employee). But
we didn't hear much from her. Just snippets. Xavier was kinda creepy. But I think it makes him
mysterious. I loved the fact that Dominic was a virgin as well. You don't see much of that. Author's
seem to forget this is an option. But more time than not they're players who get any woman at
any time.I absolutely loved this book. It was quick. And to the point. I would really love it if it was a
novel. It was such a smart, sweet read.”

S.Pie, “I want to live in Gray Ridge. "I want to dominate her, take her to the ground and hold her
with my teeth until she submits."I recently discovered Alexa Riley and she has become my go-to
author when I need a short and smutty read. So when the sign up appeared for an ARC of
Riding Red, I immediately jumped at the chance. And I was not disappointed.As you know,
Riding Red is a retelling of the classic fairy tale, Little Red Riding Hood. But with a twist that is
surprising and fresh.Although it's fairly common in shifter books, I loved the instant attraction
between Dominic and Ruby."My father told me I would know it when I smelled the one. She
would be mine the second I looked at her; a part of me I didn’t know was missing would click into
place, and he was right."Of course that attraction was amplified by the mating moon and the sex
between them was intense and super hot.I do hope that Ms. Riley writes about Gwen and Xavier.
I would love to read their story. Stone's too.If you're a fan of shifter books, I recommend Riding
Red. It's a short, sassy, and sexy take on the fairy tale that will put you in the Halloween
spirit.Received an ARC in exchange for an honest review.”

Pamela Parker, “Fun and Sexy. Ruby recently bought a bakery in a small Colorado town. She
thought owning the shop would be a great investment, but the locals haven't been very
welcoming and she can't figure out why. To make matters worse, the hot Sheriff Dominic Wolfe is
constantly mulling around the shop but barely acknowledges Ruby's presence. Unbeknownst to
Ruby, the sheriff is a shifter and warned the neighbors to stay away from Ruby. He knows that
Ruby is his mate and he doesn't want anyone else to go near her until he can officially claim her
as his own.Alexa Riley shares her own sexy take on "Little Red Riding Hood" and it's just in time
for Halloween. Ruby is sweet, naive, voluptuous, and unassuming. Dominic can't resist her and
feels a visceral attraction for Ruby that's all consuming. I loved the sexual tension between Ruby



and Dominic. I also loved the supporting characters in the story. There was humor mixed in with
the sexiness. Parts of this book made me laugh out loud while other parts made my temperature
rise.Usually, I'm not interested in shifter stories but reading this book reminded me why Alexa
Riley is one of my favorite erotica authors.”

TaraB., “Little Ruby and Sheriff Wolfe. Riding Red is an erotic spin on the fairytale Little Red
Riding Hood. Though it takes some key elements from the original, Riding Red has its own
unique plot. The story follows Sheriff Wolfe and new bakery owner Ruby. Ruby is human and has
unknowingly opened her bakery in a shifter community. Dominic Wolfe realizes she is his mate
and wants to claim her, but their are two major problems. The first being that Ruby doesn't know
shifters exist, so she doesn't know the importance of mating. Second, Dominic can't claim her
until the full moon, which is three weeks away.Riding Red follows Riley's signature writing style
and, as always, is a entertaining, sexy read.”

Kellane 2Read, “Makes me want to own a small town bakery. This review I'm doing because I
received this book as an ARC. I appreciate that I got to do this as well. Now I know I'll definitely
be buying alexa's other books. I liked the length of this story and that it took me fewer than a
couple hours to read. I loved the storyline and how it played off of the children's fable. Ruby is
someone I could see myself being friends with and Dominic what an alpha male . Then you have
Gwen, stone and Xavier can't wait to read their stories I hope they get ones as well. This is a
story I will re-read. Thank you Alexa for gifting me this it was really good and naughty.”

Rayne, “Funny, dark and fun. Great short story. Felt really bad for the men in this shifter race
though cause they are totally neutered until they find their mates. What if they never do? They
should still be able to find love. It wont be a mating but not fair to have them go crazy. Anyway the
sheriff is a great guy. Totally alpha. I liked Ruby she wasn't afraid to give him what for. Gwen
kinda stole the show with her x rated bakery though. Very funny.”

L.J., “You wouldn't see this twist on Once Upon A Time. Well now that was a nice twist on a
classic fairytale, it kept the PNR lover in me happy.Ruby is a relatable leading lady and Dominic
has enough sweetness under his gruff to make me willing to submit.I really enjoy the style of
writing Alexa Riley has and all their stories that I've read so far are perfect little bitesize morsals.
I'm not generally a novella person but there are exceptions to the rule and these gals just keep
proving themselves to be worth it.”

Tiltob, “Fab shifter read. Great read! I liked that its simplicity and the characters were fab. Really
hope we get to read Gwen and Xavier's story. Maybe even Stone.Bonus book:Coach was
seriously hot and was the best taboo smut I've read in a long time.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Loved it.. Loved it. Liked the way it was little red riding hood with a twist.



It even made me laugh out loud. Another great short read with an amazing alpha.”

kaaren, “A good read. Good, waiting for the other books to be released”

Danni, “5*****. Great start to some sexy alpha male shifters, with big hearts”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 298 people have provided feedback.
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